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CDP Evaluation - Best Practices  
 

 
Collection: Ingest and unify online and offline customer data in real-time and store within a 
preferred cloud location 
 

 Pre-built data connectors to all online and offline sources 
 Ability to ingest unstructured data in the original source format 
 Unlimited data storage of all raw customer events 
 Automated data quality validation monitoring and notifications 

 
Matching: Resolve, authenticate, and dedupe customer records through configurable, 
deterministic, and probabilistic matching techniques 
 

 Cross-source deterministic user matching (e.g. name, email, etc.)  
 Probabilistic machine learning-based matching techniques  
 Ability to configure matching techniques and monitor performance 

 
Usability: Enable business users to self-serve insights, audiences, and activation needs within 
defined permissions and governance controls 
 

 Configurable admin UI for managing user permissions and data controls  
 Single drag and drop user interface for all CDP features and tasks  
 SQL-like UI to define and manage customer attributes on-the-fly 

 
Intelligence: Run advanced analytics and operationalize ML-based models across the entire 
history of customer behaviors 
 

 Real-time analytics across unlimited customer behaviors and history  
 Native ML-based models that can be configured to custom business rules  
 Host and operationalize data science models developed outside of the platform 

 
Orchestration: Orchestrate and prioritize customer journeys across all offline and online 
channels, in real-time, from a single UI 
 

 Pre-built integrations to all online/offline channels used for marketing/customer experience  
 Provide a unified customer view to any upstream or downstream channel  
 Data and channel agnostic customer journeys combined with real-time contextual triggers  
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Optimization: Run and measure multidimensional tests; apply machine learning to experiences; 
measure business impact 
 

 A/B testing and measurement via custom business KPIs  
 Optimize contact priority and frequency across all channels, from a single interface  
 ML-based self-optimizing journeys and customer affinity scoring 

 
Miscellaneous: ability to deploy on the cloud of your choice. Choosing where your data is 
hosted will have a significant impact on the performance, security, and cost of your CDP 
 

 Proprietary data infrastructure able to deploy across any cloud environment 
 Configurable platform controls to manage multiple teams and user types  
 Ability to manage data access and permissions across teams  
 Platform compliance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), California Consumer 
 Privacy Act (CCPA), Privacy Shield and other PII-related standards 
 SOC2 Type 2 compliant system employing data encryption at rest and in motion 
 Automated data pipeline monitoring, proactive alerts, and diagnostic tools for failures  

 
 


